Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Steam: The Mystic Harmony by W. Elgar Dickinson (Paperback, 2009) at the best online prices at eBay! Free delivery for many products. A pictorial sequel to the author's autobiographical reminiscences A Friend in Steam that features some 180 photographs in b&w and colour, capturing magical atmosphere of the steam railway and its unique combination of sights, sounds, smells and touch. Product Identifiers. Publisher. The Mystic is a dark fantasy, turn-based strategy game. Become a follower of the first gods, gain their favour, overthrow the High King by innovative combat and magic systems and establish harmony. The game offers an exciting campaign full of twists, battles and difficult decisions and multiplayer. The Mystic is a dark fantasy, turn-based strategy game. Become a follower of the first gods, gain their favour, overthrow the High King by innovative combat and magic systems and establish harmony. The game offers an exciting campaign full of twists, battles and difficult decisions and multiplayer. The Mystic is a dark fantasy, turn-based strategy game. Become a follower of the first gods, gain their favour, overthrow the High King by innovative combat and magic systems and establish harmony. The game offers an exciting campaign full of twists, battles and difficult decisions and multiplayer. Prices. Steam book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. A pictorial sequel to the author's autobiographical reminiscences A Friend in Steam ... Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking The Mystic Harmony (Railway Heritage) as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Comment: This book is in very good condition and will be shipped within 24 hours of ordering. The cover may have some limited signs of wear but the pages are clean, intact and the spine remains undamaged. This book has clearly been well maintained and looked after thus far. Money back guarantee if you are not satisfied. See more of our deals.